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I want to write this open letter for two reasons one to explain why I am, so concerned
about this right wing Republican, fake Libertarian,so called Tea Party founder, the questionably racist,
Truth destroying and Zionist supporting talk show host Alex Jones. Let me explain. I have had love and
hate for this guy since 1999. Yes I have known about him this long. From the time I started studying
computer science in 1998 and stated downloading my first conspiracy information I started seeing this
world with new eyes. Alex Jones was the first radio host that I new of that would speak about this
information. He was one of the first to expose and make sense of my suspicions. The first books I read
about the subject was “Circle of Intrigue The Hidden Inner Circle of the Global Illuminati Conspiracy”
and “Project L.U.C.I.D The Beast 666 Universal Human Control System” both books written by Texe
Marrs back in 1995 and 96. Both of these books if you read them will make anyone a conspiracy
theorist. Now lets fast forward to 2000. I am online finding things about FEMA, Bechtel and the
controlling of water in Peru, IMF, EU and World Bank policies and I am not sure what all this means.
Then as I am surfing the internet I come across Alex Jones exposes Bohemian Grove. I watch his very
rare and one of the first internet videos on the internet. He is explaining about this Secret society where
former and present Presidents go into the woods and Sacrifice to their god Moloch which is the same
religion of the Hyksos under their goddess Anat. This religion requires human sacrifice. War is that
sacrifice.
Now everything that I have read in Circle of Intrigue is being confirmed and proven. Alex Jones is
exposing this very important life threatening information to the world.
Know keep in mind this is the year 2000 one year before September 11th 2001. I am still a Christian
BLIND AS A BAT, I have not a clue about the Hebrews being the beautiful people of color a Black
people. I am still Baptized Pentecostal, I am starting to question the denominations and why there are
split beliefs under one God. Why do we have to have so many protestant denominations when we are
all Christians that believe in God and Jesus. I am also starting to listening to Arnold Murray of the
Shepherds Chapel.which I did for many years. Now keep in mind I am still BLIND AS A BAT. As I am
listening to Arnold Murry of the Shepherds Chapel I hear this deceptive devil explaining how the
British Israelite are the so called British Jews. At the time I am BLIND AS A BAT, so I am like really
wow, it was not that surprising to me because the Jews in Israel are white people, so why should this by
a surprise.
Like I said I was ignorant and blind, so at the time I did not know the Truth. Then 911 happens. At this
time I am living in San Francisco. People in San Francisco a very anti cooperation, because of HaightAshbury the root of the peace movement. This is the home of many anti war hippies. Now after 911
2001 Bush and Chaney are telling us that we should attack Iraq because of 911. The people in San
Francisco are very very informed, so they know 100% Iraq had nothing to do with 911. We started
doing protest and peace marches for many months to stop the war with IRAQ. Hundreds of thousands
if not millions of people are taking to the streets. For the first time in my life I am seeing hundreds of
police in riot gear blocks of empty buses and thousands of people yelling and screaming at the police. I
am seeing white people getting there heads bashed in handcuffed and thrown on those empty riot buses.
I am like THIS S.H.I.T IS SERIOUS. After weeks and months of this I am still a Christian still
listening to Arnold Murray and I hear this man say that George Bush, Donald Rumsfeld and Dick
Chaney are men of god, and how much he respected them. This really disturbed my spirit, because I

knew from the books I have read, and researched that George Bush, Donald Rumsfeld and Dick
Chaney are demons straight from hell. Books like Empower The People Overthrow the Conspiracy
That is stealing Your Money and Freedom written by Tony Brown in 1998, America’s Secret
Establishment An Introduction to the Order of Skull & Bones by Antony C Sutton, and Wall Street and
The Rise Of Hitler also by Antony C Sutton. I also remember Alex Jones exposure of the Bohemia
Grove. Therefore I concluded that Arnold Murray was very uninformed or he was a fool. So after I
heard this I was done with all forms of establishment Christianity. I also was annoyed that George Bush
claimed to be a Christian but willingly killed women and children in a country that could not defend it
self. I saw that Shepherds Chapel and Arnold Murray lacked humanity for our fellow man and he had
NO WISDOM. Not to mention I discover that his founder was from the KKK, but this is another story,
so I was on my own. NOW what dose all this have to do with Alex Jones. Well when I found out that
not only did Alex Jones expose the demonic fools in the Bohemian Grove, Kissinger, Buch, Reagan,
Nixon and Senators etc...He predicted 911. At this time I did not know about Bill Cooper or the book
“Behold the Pale horse” Bill Cooper was killed in 2001 that same year as 911 he was the first to predict
this event months earlier, but he was killed before many of us knew. In contrast Alex Jones was very
loud and he had thousands of people gravitating towards him and supporting his information. The
Hundreds of thousands if not millions of us in the No War in Iraq protest marches are starting to notice
Alex Jones. he is now attracting We Are Change, Loose Change and everyone that KNOWS 911 Is an
Inside Job. He is now the self proclaimed leader of the Truth movement. Everyone now trust him with
their information and with their LIFE. People like Sible Edmonds who is still alive, but Gary Webb
who exposed CIA and Crack Cocaine links which destroyed our people and imprisoned Freeway Rich
was killed in 2004, Dan Wallace the Founder of We Are Change before Luke Rudowski was found
dead in 2007, Barry Jennings “Deputy Director of Emergency Services Department for the New York
City Housing Authority ” he was a witness to explosives found in building 7 was Killed in 2008,
Deborah Jeane Palfrey aka DC Madam who had links to Dick Chaney was killed in 2008 and Whistleblower Colonel Sixx aka Derek Fagan-McHenry who exposed Seal Team Six fake Helicopter Crash in
Afghanistan, was also killed just last year. I know about them because they spoke out on the Alex Jones
show.
Now I mention this because I see a pattern here. Those that live are not a threat those that died where.
Alex Jones is still alive, but yet his guest are killed. DOSE THIS NOT SEEM STRANGE? Now we
find out that Alex Jones has a link to Stratford a CIA front company that is controlled by Zionist like
Bush, Chaney, Rumsfold and other Neo Cons. Now we know why he is still lives. Alex Jones is not
protected by god or Jesus Christ he is working for the CIA. This is how he got into the Bohemian
Grove, this is how he could speak about September 11 and live, and Bill Cooper the real 911 truth er
die. Alex Jones is not only allowed to live, but has become the loudest most popular conspiracy theorist
that every lived. Now do you find this strange? He very rarely speaks about Zionism, but he wants to
be the leader of the Truth. Now keep in mind before this week I had no Clue about Alex Jones
STRATFOR Connection. Just last month I said “Alex Jones was the most beautiful voice of freedom I
have ever heard” I called him the White Malcolm X. The Malcolm X for white people. I did this
because I was going to aggressively seek out an Interview with Jakari Jackson the token black reporter
at Infowars. I was going to tell his 15 Million plus Listeners that the Hebrews of their Bible are black,
and if we all work together we can take back America. However this weeks I found out that Alex Jones
is CIA. Alex Jones is created opposition. He is the controller of the Truth. He is controlled by the Neo
Cons and created by the Neo Cons. This is why he never gives us solution.
In addition thousands if not millions of people like myself that have listened to and supported Alex
Jones have been held back from any real CHANGE. I am not alone. Professor Griff of Public Enemy,
Immortal Technique, KRS One, Dick Gregory , Pastor Clenard Howard Childress Jr of Maafa 21,

Black Pather Larry Pinkney of Blackactivistwg.org and Cynthia McKinney just to name a few have all
been deceived by this Zionist Neo Con installed front-man Alex Jones. Now the questions is WHY IS
HE NOW SHOWING AN INTEREST IN BLACK PEOPLE? They only reason I know this
information now is because I wrote an email to Daryl Smith of I AM THE WITNESS to tell him I used
his audio file in my latest broadcast, and to ask him why he dose not like Alex Jones. I was hoping like
Alex I could send out an olive branch to our fellow Americans and together work to take back America.
With the knowledge that the Zionist in Israel are not the people. The people are spread all over the
world they are the ones you have called none human. But Daryl Smith wrote back a very short none
friendly very plain reponse “Alex Jones is CIA” He gave me no links no leads just “Alex Jones is
CIA”. Well when he said this I figured let me see what I can find, and the rest is history. I have also
learned something. We can not depend on Alex Jones or I AM THE WITTNEW or any other child of
the serpent to help us get this information out to this world IT IS UP TO US and US ALONE!
So what to do now?
First we have to warn Professor Griff of Public Enemy, Immortal Technique, KRS One, Dick Gregory ,
Pastor Clenard Howard Childress Jr of Maafa 21, Black Pather Larry Pinkney of Blackactivistwg.org
and Cynthia McKinney about the Zionist Neo Con installed front-man Alex Jones.
PASS THIS EMAIL ON TO EVERYONE YOU KNOW.....YES THIS IS THAT IMPORTANT. If you
do not know Alex Jones try to learn everything about this man, because his mission is not complete.
DO NOT BUY HIS PRODUCTS. If you bought Tangy Tangerine I am very sorry for supporting this
product, I do not know if this product is safe, because I am very suspicious about anything that comes
out of the CIA. Is it Poison? Are the ingredients real? Am I going to get cancer if I drink it? Is this
company a CIA front as well. You see Alex Jones working with or for STRATFOR CHANGES THE
GAME. They know everything about everyone that visited Infowars.com and Prison Planet.tv
EVERYTHING. But they F' ed Up! They got exposed before they completed there mission. You can
tell by the Info-wars staff like Aaron Dykes, Melissa Melton, and the Mexican token David Ortiz now
jumping ship- Are they CIA as-well? Why is Mark Dick now talking smack? Before I was confused,
but now I understand. He is trying to distance he self so his CIA ass will not be exposed. Well let me
tell you something Mr Dice and all you demons AHYAH sees you and now WE SEE YOU. They are
trying like hell to hide this information. This is why Alex Jones was on Piers Morgan, Howard Stern,
The Young Turks and is LOUDER then usually. This is all a distraction. Alex Jones is CIA, now why
would the CIA, the destroyers of Malcolm X, Martian Luther King, the Black Panther Party and all
former free leaders on the Continent of our home Africa, help us? Why is Alex giving us air time?
Because like I said before WE ARE THE MAIN TARGET. I thought Alex Jones was an potential
commrad that we could turn to when they drop the hammer. This Is Not The Case. He Is The Trap. WE
NOW MUST TAKE ACTION. Warn Professor Griff, Immortal Technique, KRS One, Dick Gregory ,
Pastor Clenard Howard Childress Jr, Larry Pinkney and Cynthia McKinney. If you know there email
address copy and past this into their account. If you know of influential leaders pass this message on.
They are coming family ALEX JONES IS CIA. Lets be waiting for them with AHYAH All Praise and
the real Truth. When you turn on the light the roaches run for cover. Much Love and Respect
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